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The Incredible Adventures Of Rush Revere Rush
Revere And The Brave Pilgrims Rush Revere And
The First Patriots Rush Revere And The
American Banner Rush Revere And The Presidency

With the building of the railroad and the settlement of the plains,
the North West was opening up. The Klondike stampede was a wild
interlude in the epic story of western development, and here are its
dramatic tales of hardship, heroism, and villainy. We meet Soapy
Smith, dictator of Skagway; Swiftwater Bill Gates, who bathed in
champagne; Silent Sam Bonnifield, who lost and won back a hotel in a
poker game; and Roddy Connors, who danced away a fortune at a dollar a
dance. We meet dance-hall queens, paupers turned millionaires,
missionaries and entrepreneurs, and legendary Mounties such as Sam
Steele, the Lion of the Yukon. Pierre Berton's riveting account
reveals to us the spectacle of the Chilkoot Pass, and the terrors of
lesser-known trails through the swamps of British Columbia, across the
glaciers of souther Alaska, and up the icy streams of the Mackenzie
Mountains. It contrasts the lawless frontier life on the American side
of the border to the relative safety of Dawson City. Winner of the
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THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN—AND RUSH REVERE, LIBERTY THE HORSE,
AND THE TIME-TRAVELING CREW ARE READY TO RIDE INTO THE ACTION! Join us
on this incredible time-travel adventure! Liberty, my wisecracking
horse, our old friends Cam, Tommy, Freedom, and I are off to meet some
super-brave soldiers in the year 1775. Yep, that’s right. We’ll be
visiting with the underdog heroes who fought for American
independence, against all odds—and won! But not before eight very real
years of danger and uncertainty. Be a part of Rush Revere’s crew as we
rush, rush, rush into a time when British rule had become a royal
pain, and rebellion was in the air. We’ll be on hand to see two
lanterns hung in the Old North Church, prevent a British spy from
capturing Paul Revere, and grapple with danger at the battles of
Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill. The extra special part of this
trip is that right here in the twenty-first century, Cam’s dad is a
soldier fighting in Afghanistan, and Cam has been pretty angry that he
is away. Visiting with exceptional American heroes like Dr. Joseph
Warren and George Washington, racing along after Paul Revere on his
midnight ride, and seeing the Declaration of Independence signed make
Cam see his own dad in a new and special way. But don’t worry. Along
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to stop for a delicious spinach, oats, and alfalfa smoothie. No,
wait—that one’s for Liberty. The kids and I voted for strawberries.
Now let’s open the magic portal to the past!
Born a slave in Maryland, Harriet Tubman knew first-hand what it meant
to be someone's property; she was whipped by owners and almost killed
by an overseer. It was from other field hands that she first heard
about the Underground Railroad which she travelled by herself north to
Philadelphia. Throughout her long life (she died at the age of ninetytwo) and long after the Civil War brought an end to slavery, this
amazing woman was proof of what just one person can do.
Rush Limbaugh, America’s #1 radio talk show host and #1 New York Times
bestselling author presents a collection of the political and social
observations conservatives have come to love and liberals love to
hate. Limbaugh, a consummate entertainer and provocative political
commentator, who delighted in being called “The Most Dangerous Man in
America,” led the charge to embrace and defend the fundamental values
that have shaped the American character—the same values that cause
liberals to have conniptions. The Democrats may be in the White
House—but even they can't ruin this country in only four years,
proclaims Rush. Conservatism’s most outspoken champion and ever the
optimist, Rush viewed the “pernicious liberal movement” as a
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that made America great. A must for the politically incorrect, See, I
Told You So captures Rush at his best—showing once again why his
syndicated radio show reached millions of devoted listeners each week.
Rush Revere and the First Patriots
A Titanic Book for Kids
The Adventures of Lewis and Clark
Klondike
Mystery at the Olympics
Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush

Two teenaged aspiring journalists who are dating solve a mystery at the 2012 Olympic Games,
while one simultaneously competes for a gold medal in swimming.
In less than a year, Neil Peart lost both his 19-year-old daughter, Selena, and his wife, Jackie.
Faced with overwhelming sadness and isolated from the world in his home on the lake, Peart
was left without direction. That lack of direction lead him on a 5
Learn the story of the world's most famous ship--from people who were actually there Voices
of the Titanic is a standout among Titanic books for kids that will give you insights into the
disaster like never before. Take a new look at the sinking of the RMS Titanic through the eyes
of the heroes and the cowards, the wealthy and the poor, the survivors and those who went
down with the ship. In one of the best Titanic books for kids, you'll read the stories of real
passengers and how they found their place on board. Of all the Titanic books for kids, the
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standout among Titanic books for kids includes: 20 personalities--Read 20 mini-biographies
of people who were aboard the ship on its fateful voyage with one of the most unique Titanic
books for kids. Range of people--The stories come from notable people like Captain Edward
John Smith, "The Unsinkable" Margaret Brown, and third-class passenger Daniel Buckley.
Learn more--Enjoy sidebars that contain lesser-known facts about the Titanic like the fourth
steam funnel being for looks and non-functional or why the lookouts didn't have binoculars.
Discover inside tales and unknown histories of passengers from all walks of life that you
won't find in other Titanic books for kids.
There was a time when I was a princess with no power. I had no choice but to run, because I
wanted control over my own life. However, when you spend your life planning your next
escape, you forget to do the living stuff.At least until the past comes back to remind you why
you ran in the first place.Aside from my brother, there's only one other person from my past
who could hold any power over me now.I...just wasn't expecting him to have gotten so batshit
crazy.Rush...The boy prospect who grew up into a scary killer with very little morality left
inside him.I should be a little more terrified about how obsessed he seems to be with me,
but...I'm just warped enough to overlook the crazy. Mostly.It's not a real romance unless it
starts with a kidnapping, right?Yeah, my life has always been a crazy house. The more things
change, the more they stay the same...***Warning: This is a dark romance and not a healthy,
wholesome relationship.**Violence warning**Language warning**Can be read as a standPage 5/23
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Adrenaline Rush
Time-Travel Adventures with Exceptional Americans
The Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar
Gold Fever
The Klondike Fever: The Life And Death Of The Last Great Gold Rush
The River of Doubt

Substitute middle-school history teacher Rush Revere takes his students back in time to experience
American history as it happens aboard the Mayflower and on Plymouth Plantation.
In the bestselling tradition of Bill Bryson and Tony Horwitz, Rinker Buck's The Oregon Trail is a major
work of participatory history: an epic account of traveling the 2,000-mile length of the Oregon Trail the
old-fashioned way, in a covered wagon with a team of mules—which hasn't been done in a century—that
also tells the rich history of the trail, the people who made the migration, and its significance to the
country. Spanning 2,000 miles and traversing six states from Missouri to the Pacific Ocean, the Oregon
Trail is the route that made America. In the fifteen years before the Civil War, when 400,000 pioneers
used it to emigrate West—historians still regard this as the largest land migration of all time—the trail
united the coasts, doubled the size of the country, and laid the groundwork for the railroads. The trail
years also solidified the American character: our plucky determination in the face of adversity, our
impetuous cycle of financial bubbles and busts, the fractious clash of ethnic populations competing for
the same jobs and space. Today, amazingly, the trail is all but forgotten. Rinker Buck is no stranger to
grand adventures. The New Yorker described his first travel narrative,Flight of Passage, as “a funny,
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history back to life. At once a majestic American journey, a significant work of history, and a personal
saga reminiscent of bestsellers by Bill Bryson and Cheryl Strayed, the book tells the story of Buck's
2,000-mile expedition across the plains with tremendous humor and heart. He was accompanied by three
cantankerous mules, his boisterous brother, Nick, and an “incurably filthy” Jack Russell terrier named
Olive Oyl. Along the way, Buck dodges thunderstorms in Nebraska, chases his runaway mules across
miles of Wyoming plains, scouts more than five hundred miles of nearly vanished trail on foot, crosses
the Rockies, makes desperate fifty-mile forced marches for water, and repairs so many broken wheels
and axels that he nearly reinvents the art of wagon travel itself. Apart from charting his own
geographical and emotional adventure, Buck introduces readers to the evangelists, shysters, natives,
trailblazers, and everyday dreamers who were among the first of the pioneers to make the journey west.
With a rare narrative power, a refreshing candor about his own weakness and mistakes, and an extremely
attractive obsession for history and travel,The Oregon Trail draws readers into the journey of a lifetime.
Did George Washington really cut down his father's cherry tree? Who was the last president to have
facial hair? Which U.S. president had a country's capital city named after him? Which president earned
the nickname, "His Accidency"? With The Everything Kids' Presidents Book, you'll be at the head of
your class after learning about the lives, legacies, and impact that our country's 44 leaders had on the
history of the United States. Filled with fun facts, trivia, and 30 puzzles, The Everything Kids' Presidents
Book introduces you to everyone from our first president, George Washington, through George W.
Bush. Learning about the people who shaped the history of our country has never been so much fun!
In 1897, tens of thousands of would-be prospectors flooded into the Yukon in search of instant wealth
during the Klondike Gold Rush. In this historical tale of mayhem and obsession, characters like
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Steele come to life. Enduring savage weather, unforgiving terrain, violence and starvation, a lucky few
made their fortune, and some just as quickly lost it. The lure of the North is still irresistible in this
exciting account of a fabled era of Canadian history.
Odyssey
Who Was Harriet Tubman?
Puzzles, Games and Trivia - for Hours of Presidential Fun
Rush Revere and the Presidency
The Mostly True Adventures Of Homer P. Figg (Scholastic Gold)
This Wicked Rush

NATIONAL BESTSELLER · At once an incredible adventure narrative and a
penetrating biographical portrait—the bestselling author of Destiny of the
Republic brings us the true story of Theodore Roosevelt’s harrowing exploration
of one of the most dangerous rivers on earth. The River of Doubt—it is a black,
uncharted tributary of the Amazon that snakes through one of the most
treacherous jungles in the world. Indians armed with poison-tipped arrows haunt
its shadows; piranhas glide through its waters; boulder-strewn rapids turn the
river into a roiling cauldron. After his humiliating election defeat in 1912,
Roosevelt set his sights on the most punishing physical challenge he could find,
the first descent of an unmapped, rapids-choked tributary of the Amazon.
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Together with his son Kermit and Brazil’s most famous explorer, C ndido
Mariano da Silva Rondon, Roosevelt accomplished a feat so great that many at
the time refused to believe it. In the process, he changed the map of the western
hemisphere forever. Along the way, Roosevelt and his men faced an
unbelievable series of hardships, losing their canoes and supplies to punishing
whitewater rapids, and enduring starvation, Indian attack, disease, drowning, and
a murder within their own ranks. Three men died, and Roosevelt was brought to
the brink of suicide. The River of Doubt brings alive these extraordinary events in
a powerful nonfiction narrative thriller that happens to feature one of the most
famous Americans who ever lived. From the soaring beauty of the Amazon rain
forest to the darkest night of Theodore Roosevelt’s life, here is Candice Millard’s
dazzling debut.
The Incredible Adventures of Rush RevereRush Revere and the Brave Pilgrims;
Rush Revere and the First Patriots; Rush Revere and the American Revolution;
Rush Revere and the Star-Spangled Banner; Rush Revere and the
PresidencyThreshold Editions
A Newbery Honor Book, this warm, funny, & heart-wrenching Civil War novel
introduces readers to the Battle of Gettysburg & "Little Round Top," one of the
most famous feats of bravery in U.S. history!
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Explore the earliest days of the United States with this boxed set of the #1 New
York Times bestselling Time Travels with Exceptional Americans series from
Rush Limbaugh! Millions of young readers have taken a ride with Rush Revere
and his trusty steed, Liberty. Now in this special boxed set edition, you can enjoy
the four bestselling adventures back through our nation's history. Rush Revere
and the Brave Pilgrims: Go back to the beginning by joining a shipload of brave
families journeying on the Mayflower in 1620. That was a pretty awesome time,
and you’ll experience exactly what they did on that rough, dangerous ocean
crossing. Together, we’ll ask the pilgrims all our questions, find out how they live,
join them at the first Thanksgiving, and much more. Rush Revere and the First
Patriots: Join Rush and his friends on the second adventure on the bustling
streets of Boston in 1765, where talk of revolution is growing louder. You’ll meet
fierce supporters of liberty like Samuel Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and my idol,
Paul Revere, as they fearlessly defy British rule. Rush Revere and the American
Revolution: Rush back in history to the precipice of the American Revolution,
when rebellion is in the air. We’ll be on hand to see two lanterns hung in the Old
North Church, prevent a British spy from capturing Paul Revere, and grapple with
danger at the battles of Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill. Rush Revere and
the Star-Spangled Banner: Jump back into the saddle with Rush Revere as he
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explores our America's first days as a nation. Rush and his young friends meet
James Madison as he writes the Constitution and Francis Scott Key as he writes
our national anthem during the Battle of Baltimore.
An Erotic Adventure
Rush Revere and the Brave Pilgrims, Rush Revere and the First Patriots, Rush
Revere and the American Revolution
Why America Matters
The Great American Gold Rush
Rush Revere and the Brave Pilgrims
A True Gold Rush Adventure
A beautiful ghost appears to a troubled teen and shows her
the heartbreaking secrets of her family’s past Fifteen-yearold Teresa has fallen in love—with a ghost. The handsome man
that she’s passed on the street a few times captures her
attention, and she thinks he notices her too. But when the
man suddenly appears inside her home, hovering in the air
and passing through solid furniture, Teresa realizes this
isn’t going to be a typical crush. The ghost is Brother
Rush, a man tied to Teresa’s past, who has come to show her
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Saddle up with Rush Limbaugh’s really good pal Rush Revere,
his wisecracking horse Liberty, and the whole Time-Traveling
Crew for an epic American history adventure with this
special boxed set edition of the New York Times bestselling
series for young readers. Rush Revere and the Brave
Pilgrims: Hold on to your pointy triangle hats. We’ll begin
by joining a shipload of courageous families journeying on
the Mayflower in 1620. Yawn? I don’t think so. 1620 was an
awesome time, and you’ll experience that rough, dangerous
ocean crossing too. Together, we’ll ask the pilgrims all our
questions, find out how they live, and join them at the
first Thanksgiving. Rush Revere and the First Patriots: Jump
into the bustling streets of Boston in 1765, where talk of
revolution is growing louder. You’ll meet fierce supporters
of liberty, such as Samuel Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and
Paul Revere, as they fearlessly defy British rule. It’s an
exciting, turbulent, thrilling time to be an American. Rush
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off to meet some
super-brave heroes who fought for American independence in
1775, against all odds—and won! We’ll be on hand to see two
lanterns hung in the Old North Church, prevent a British spy
from capturing Paul Revere, and dodge musket balls at some
famous battles.
The best writing from 65 years of Alaska Magazine.
C. S. Lewis was a British author, lay theologian, and
contemporary of J.R.R. Tolkien. The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe is the first book in The Chronicles of Narnia.
The Oregon Trail
Travels on the Healing Road
Call of the Klondike
Be of Good Cheer
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe
Explore the earliest days of the United States with this boxed set containing the #1 New York
Times bestselling Time Travels with Exceptional Americans series from Rush Limbaugh! From
the nationally syndicated radio host and #1 New York Times bestselling author Rush Limbaugh
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perfect for those who want to
discover more about some of the most remarkable Americans in history! Starting with the
arrival of the Mayflower in 1620, Rush Revere and the Brave Pilgrims, you can join these
daring English settlers as they arrive in America and celebrate the first Thanksgiving. Follow
that with Rush Revere and the First Patriots and discover just how the talk of revolution and
liberty spread from the bustling streets of 1760s Boston. Join the fight for freedom with Rush
Revere and the American Revolution and be on hand for some of the most important battles of
the war. Experience America’s first days as a nation and meet James Madison as writes the
Constitution in Rush Revere and the Star-Spangled Banner! And finally, learn about all the first
three presidencies of the United States directly from the men themselves and get to see
George Washington, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson in action in Rush Revere and the
Presidency!
IT’S THE DAWN OF AN IMPORTANT NEW DAY IN AMERICA. YOUNG READERS, GRAB
THE REINS AND JOIN RUSH REVERE, LIBERTY THE HORSE, AND THE WHOLE TIMETRAVELING CREW IN THIS PATRIOTIC HISTORICAL ADVENTURE THAT TAKES YOU ON
AN EXCITING TRIP TO THE PAST TO SEE OUR REMARKABLE NATION’S MOST ICONIC
SYMBOLS UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL! “Rush Revere here, along with my chatty horse,
Liberty! Wait a minute . . . Liberty? Where did he go?” “Reporting for duty, Captain Revere!”
“Liberty, where did you get that spinach smoothie?” *Slurp* Well, he certainly didn’t get it from
1787—that’s where we’re rush, rush, rushing off to next with our enthusiastic young friends in
the Time-Traveling Crew (but not before causing a major security incident at the National
Archives in Washington, D.C.!) A funny case of mistaken identity and a wild chase through the
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James Madison, and the heated secret debates over the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Fast-forward a few years, and we’ll help his brave wife, Dolley, risk her life to save an
important portrait from the White House as the British set Washington afire! What greater
symbol of our exceptional nation’s hard-won freedoms than the Star-Spangled Banner, sewn
by American icon Betsy Ross? Perhaps Francis Scott Key can explain what inspired him to
pay tribute to our glorious flag by writing our beautiful national anthem. But watch out for the
bombs bursting in air, because when we reach 1814, we’ll be front and center at a major battle
to defend our liberty. Jump back in the saddle with me, Rush Revere, and the Time-Traveling
Crew, as my trusty horse, Liberty, takes us on another flying leap through American history into
a past teeming with heroes and extraordinary citizens who have so much to teach us about
patriotism. All you need to bring is your curiosity about the birth of our democracy—I’ve got
plenty of tricornered hats for everyone!
THIS WICKED RUSH (Wild Rush Book 2) If loving him is bad, I don't want to be good... I'm
starting to forget why it's a bad idea to get in any deeper with a man who is a walking, talking
contradiction. A man who's introduced me to a life of crime and dark pleasure unlike anything
I've ever known. I've spent my life putting aside my own needs and cleaning up after other
people's mistakes. Now, I want to make a mistake of my own. I know I'm playing with fire, but
for Gabe I'm willing to beg to be burned.
Working alongside free men, William Clark's slave, York, performed many important
duties--such as hunting for food, building forts, and improving relations with the Indians--that
helped make the expedition such a great success.
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Rush Revere and the Brave Pilgrims; Rush Revere and the First Patriots; Rush Revere and
the American Revolution; Rush Revere and the Star-Spangled Banner; Rush Revere and the
Presidency
RUSH REVERE AND THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER, RUSH REVERE AND THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTION, RUSH REVERE AND THE FIRST PATRIOTS, RUSH REVERE
AND THE BRAVE PILGRIMS
The Last Great Gold Rush, 1896-1899
The Dinner Party
Rush for the Gold

Part of the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS
series, discover the incredible life of Harriet Tubman, the
Underground Railroad conductor who "never lost a single
passenger." Little Harriet was born into slavery on a plantation
in Maryland. Though life was hard, Harriet persisted. She used
all of her strength and bravery to escape slavery and journey
north on the Underground Railroad. Harriet made the dangerous
mission back to the South many times, fighting her whole life to
bring others with her to freedom. This moving book features
stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back,
including a biographical timeline with historical photos and a
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Little People, BIG
DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational games
that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and
artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved
incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream.
This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of
all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in
simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and
toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for
beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a
selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards,
matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more
ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to
children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who
will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
America’s #1 radio talk-show host and multi-million-copy #1 New
York Times bestselling author presents the second book in a
series for young readers with a history teacher who travels back
in time to have adventures with exceptional Americans. Rush
Revere rides again! Saddle up with Rush Limbaugh’s really good
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there, young
historians! Before we go rush, rush, rushing off anywhere, I’d
like a moment. I’m Liberty, Rush Revere’s loquacious equine
companion—his trusty talking horse! Always at the ready to leap
from the twenty-first century into America’s past, that’s me.
When he says ‘Let’s go!’ I’m so there. I’m jazzed, I’m psyched,
I’m—” “Ah, excuse me, Liberty?” “Yeah, Rush?” “Usually you say
‘oh no, not again!’ and ‘while we’re in colonial Boston, can I
try the baked beans?’” “Okay, fine—you do the talking. I’ll just
be over here, if you need me.…” Well, he’s sulking now, but I
couldn’t be your tour guide across time without Liberty! His
name says it all: the freedom we celebrate every July Fourth
with fireworks and hot dogs (and maybe some of those baked
beans). But how did America get free? How did thirteen newborn
colonies tell the British king where he could stick his unfair
taxes? Jump into the bustling streets of Boston in 1765, where
talk of revolution is growing louder. I said LOUDER. You’ll have
to SHOUT to be heard over the angry cries of “Down with the
king!” and “Repeal the Stamp Act!” that fill the air. You’ll
meet fierce supporters of liberty like Samuel Adams, Benjamin
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British rule. It’s an exciting, dangerous, turbulent, thrilling
time to be an American…and exceptional young patriots like you
won’t want to miss a minute. Let’s ride!
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland), from 1865, is the peculiar and imaginative tale of
a girl who falls down a rabbit-hole into a bizarre world of
eccentric and unusual creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent
example of the genre of "literary nonsense" has endured in
popularity with its clever way of playing with logic and a
narrative structure that has influence generations of fiction
writing.
Rush Revere and the kids from Manchester Middle School go back
in time and meet the first three presidents of the United
States.
2500 Fascinating Facts
The Everything Kids' Presidents Book
See, I Told You So
Theodore Roosevelt's Darkest Journey
Alice in Wonderland
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Seven superb short stories from the bestselling author of
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG! Meet the boy who
can talk to animals and the man who can see with his eyes
closed. And find out about the treasure buried deep underground.
A cleaver mix of fact and fiction, this collection also includes
how master storyteller Roald Dahl became a writer. With Roald
Dahl, you can never be sure where reality ends and fantasy
begins. "All the tales are entrancing inventions." —Publishers
Weekly
The controversial nationally syndicated radio talk show host
presents a new work of fiction.
A children's book about the Judeo-Christian values of America
and its founding, and the importance of the Four Pillars of the
American Cornerstone Institute: Faith, Liberty, Community, Life
Describes the emigration of people from the East Coast of the
United States and from foreign countries to California to pursue
the dream of discovering gold.
Voices of the Titanic
The Last Frontier
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The Further Adventures of Rush Revere
Time-Travel Adventures With Exceptional Americans

The fictional Thomas Hartley gives readers a historical portrait of life in the California
gold fields, offering a unique and witty snapshot of a key period in the economic
development of the United States.
DIVAction-packed account of perilous journey made by undaunted men who faced
hostile Indians, prairie fires, floods, famine, sub-zero weather, and other perils to chart
the vast unknown lands of the Louisiana Purchase. /div
In this riveting, true, action-packed middle-grade historical adventure, two friends rush
with thousands of other prospectors heading north to claim their riches in the Klondike
goldfields. Marshall Bond and Stanley Pearce journeyed north in the late 1800s to
stake their claim in the Klondike goldfields. The two friends book passage on a
northbound steamship, haul a year's worth of supplies over steep mountain passes, and
navigate 500 miles of treacherous lakes and rivers to reach their destination. This
expedition is life threatening, but they make it to Dawson City, in Canada, build a
cabin, and meet another young prospector, Jack London--all the while searching for
the ultimate reward: gold! Co-written by a great-newphew of Staney Pearce, this book
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includes their telegrams, diaries, and letters, as well as newspaper articles and
photographs. An author's note, timeline, bibliography, and further resources
encourage readers to dig deeper into the Gold Rush era.
“Absolutely first-rate.”—The New Yorker This thrilling story is at once first-rate history
and first-rate entertainment. Incredible events occurred in North America after a
decrepit steamboat docked at Seattle in 1897 containing two tons of pure gold. So
frenzied was the clash for gold and so scant was information about conditions in the
Klondike that the rush for riches became a kind of fabulous madness. The entire
tale—of which Pierre Berton’s account is the definitive telling—has an epic ring
(legends were lived and fortunes were won) as much because of its splendid folly as
because of its color and motion. “The definitive account of an affair as wildly
improbable as any in North American history.”—Saturday Review “A lively saga of the
great gold rush. It is the most complete and most authentic on the subject in
English.”—The New York Times Book Review
A New American Journey
California Gold Rush
Rush Revere and the American Revolution
Rush Revere and the Star-Spangled Banner
Harriet Tubman
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Adventures of Rush Revere
Everyone's an exhibitionist in disguise... When lonely divorc e Jade
seeks to broaden her horizons, she's invited to a private dinner event
which promises to stimulate all of her senses. Wearing nothing but
masquerade masks, dinner guests receive special service under the table
while their fellow diners look on. Intrigued, Jade books an appointment
and on the scheduled date drives to a private countryside villa. Greeted
by a stunning nude hostess, she's escorted to a personal spa where she's
sensually prepped for the main event. By the time dinner is set to begin,
Jade is already at a fever pitch of excitement. During the feast, she
watches with increasing arousal as an exotic mix of naked men and
women are serviced by mysterious sensualists. When her turn finally
arrives, Jade is aching in anticipation of what surprises lie in wait while
eight strangers watch her have the erotic experience of her life...
An African-American's Part in the Great Expedition
York's Adventures with Lewis and Clark
Incredible Tales of Survival, Exploration, and Adventure from Alaska
Magazine
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